Head office

**Foundation** 1987

**Employees** over 400

**Sectors** Industry, Trade, Energy, Pharmaceuticals, Transport, Food

**Managing Partner** Günter Nägele

History

- **Foundation** Harware Trade Software Development IT Operations Services
- **1987**
- **1993**
- **Entry of the shareholders** (Röhm, Gardena, Merckle, Wieland) Entry into the topic SAP
- **2003**
- **2006**
- **2011**
- **2013**
- **2014**
- **2018**
- **2018**
- **2018**

- **World’s first SAP on Linux on Power**
- **Foundation of the location Hamburg** Start of important cooperations
- **Entry of our investor BWK**
- **Acquisition of Mercoline GmbH** Affiliated company in Berlin
- **Carve-Out of the brand ETHALON**
- **Foundation of the office in Barcelona** international head office
Our Business Units

Management Consulting
- Process & IT Strategy
- International Setup
- Roadmaps
- Architecture concepts
- Process and cost optimizations
- Sourcing Strategies
- Feasability studies
- Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation
- Smart Factory
- Smart Maintenance
- Smart Service
- eBusiness
- WEB-Shops
- Platform solutions

Retail
- Solutions for trade
- factor:plus cash register systems
- Product Information Management
- Ethalon POS Systems
- Workforce Management

Industry
- Process management
- Project management
- Logistics & commercial Consulting
- Business Intelligence
- SAP-Consulting/HANA
- Mobility
- Microsoft Technology
- CRM

Training & Skill Management
- Mediation of technical expertise
- Basic training courses
- Personality development/ Soft skills
- Open or individual trainings on all topics

Technology
- Infrastructure
- Computer centre
- Service
- Security
- Hosting
- Cloud Services